SLF Certification of Inspection

Relevant Time Periods:
A. Egg Mass: September to May
B. Early Nymph: April to July
C. Late Nymph: July to September
D. Adult (wings closed)
E. Adult (wings open): July to December.

Instructions:
• At each stop you make, inspect your truck and trailer for the spotted lanternfly ("SLF"). When inspecting trailer, be sure to check under the trailer as well as around all sides of the trailer.
• Inspections for the SLF must be made during the pre-trip inspections of the equipment. Each inspection must be documented on this sheet and turned into your coordinator with all other trip paperwork.
• If you find SLF, you must destroy it and then report it to the Penn State Cell Center at 1-888-4BAD-FLY (1-888-422-3359) or online at https://extension.psu.edu/spotted-lanternfly.

Date: ________________________________  Trip No.: ________________________________
Driver Name: ________________________________  Driver No.: ________________________________

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

Stop No.: _________
Truck No: ____________________________
Trailer No: ____________________________
□ Inspection completed— No evidence of SLF found.
□ Evidence of SLF found and reported.

By signing this checklist, I am confirming that I have inspected my vehicles (truck and all trailers) that have been moved from or within the SLF Quarantine Zone and have documented any egg masses or insects found.

Signature: ________________________________  Date: ________________________________